
Quadrilaterals are 2 dimensional shapes that consist of four
straight sides and four vertices.

The more they look alike, the more properties they share. It
is common practice to define each type of quadrilateral by
investigating the opposite sides, opposite angles, diagonals
as well as the relation between opposite sides and opposite

angles.

Quadrilaterals may be decomposed into other 2
dimensional shapes and most of the time we will be able to

use only triangles to construct them.

Sometimes quadrilaterals are referred to as quadrangles.
There are a variety of quadrilaterals that can be found on

the MATHOMAT template.

It is advisable to enlarge the shapes when investigating
properties.
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Revise before starting:

• Straight line geometry

• Parallel lines

• Perpendicular lines

• Intersecting lines

• Transversal angles

• Regular & Irregular shapes

• Cartesian Plane

• Straight line functions

• Enlargement

• Congruency

• Triangle properties

Vocabulary

• Vertices

• Acute

• Obtuse

• Right-angled

• Diagonals

• Opposite angles

• Opposite sides

• Transversal angles

• Gradient

• Coordinates

In Chapter 1

• What is a quadrilateral?

• The Parallelogram

• The Rectangle

• The Square

• The Rhombus

• The Trapezium

• The Kite

• Decomposing quadrilaterals

• The Cartesian Plane

On the template:

The shapes used in this chapter



Parallelogram
Overview
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Make sure that you
revise transversal
lines and angles.

Keep a pair of parallelograms
that has been cut on the

diagonals

Quadrilateral:

Parallelogram

Sides

Opposite sides forms pairs

Both pairs are parallel

Angles Diagonals

Sides and Angles

Both pairs are congruent

One pair of sides, both
congruent and parallel

Both pairs of opposite angles
are congruent Bisect each other

One pair of opposite angles
are congruent and one pair of
opposite sides are parallel
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Activity 1
• Enlarge your parallelogram on the template by a factor of 2.
• Produce two adjacent sides
• Measure two adjacent angles
• Can you prove anything yet, with the magnitudes of the angles you measured?

What are all the ways in which we can prove lines to be parallel and what information is
needed? (Remember the Cartesian Plane)

Redraw the diagram above to prove that having two adjacent angles and one pair of parallel
sides is not enough to prove that a quadrilateral is a parallelogram.

What is the least amount of information you need to prove a quadrilateral to be a parallelogram?

∠D+∠C=180° ........ Line AD || BC co-interior angles

45°

A B

CD

135°

Introducing The parallelogram
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Use Triangles
• Locate the scalene triangle on your template.
• Use transformations and construct a
parallelogram.

Each type of triangle on the
template will produce a different
quadrilateral when transformed.

These triangles are congruent

In the following exercise we will discuss how the congruency theorems for triangles relate to the properties of the
parallelogram.

There are three different
parallelograms that can be
constructed with the scalene
triangle.

Level Up!
How would you adjust the properties of a rectangle to have it transformed into
a parallelogram?

Can you model this on the Cartesian Plane?


